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Age Without Limits

This new campaign aims to change the way we all think about ageing and support a growing movement of people and organisations working to make society more age-inclusive.
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Age-friendly Employer Pledge

The Age-friendly Employer Pledge is a nationwide programme for employers who recognise the importance and value of older workers.
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Good Home Hubs

We believe the key to improving people's homes and keeping them warm and dry are easy to use, local one-stop-shops for information and support.
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The State of Ageing 2023-24

There is a growing divide in our experiences of ageing. Our summary discusses the data on our older population, highlights stark inequalities and the urgent need for action.
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Work

Our country wastes a huge amount of talent, skills and experience by denying older workers the chance to stay in jobs or find new ones. 
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There is no expiry date for workers, but as people get older many face discrimination on the basis of their age – or challenges accessing the work that works for them.

Our country wastes a huge amount of talent, skills and experience by denying older workers the chance to stay in jobs or find new ones.

This comes with a huge price tag for society, with hundreds of thousands of people in their 50s and 60s who want to work shut out of the labour market for good. With employers facing labour shortages and productivity challenges, they cannot afford to lose or ignore this part of the workforce. We are working with employers to create an Age-friendly employment culture and workplace practices so that everyone can remain in good jobs for as long as they want and are able to.

Find out more about our guidance for employers and how we’re testing new ways to improve employment support for people aged 50 and over who have fallen out of work long-term.
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Good Recruitment for Older Workers: A new toolkit






For the latest phase of our Good Recruitment for Older Workers (GROW) project we've launched practical new tools to help reduce age bias in your recruitment process.
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Guides for delivering employment support services for people in their 50s and 60s






Based on our engagement with those using services, as well as a review of existing evidence, we have developed a range of practical resources to support people delivering frontline services. 
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Redundancy support project






We’re coming up with ways to support older workers facing redundancy so that they don’t fall out of work long term.
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How co-creation could hold the key to getting economically inactive older workers back into employment






Working alongside people with lived experience and local stakeholders, we found out what's not working when it comes to providing employment support for over 50s.
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Gone for now, or gone for good?






The number of older workers has not rebounded in the same way as other groups since the pandemic. Hertfordshire Independent Living Services is one organisation leading the way in supporting older workers.
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New training increases support for older jobseekers in Greater Manchester






Employment support advisors taking part in the training project felt they were better able to instil confidence in older jobseekers and support them to tackle internalised ageism as a result.
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Working well? How the pandemic changed work for people with health conditions






This research highlights the challenges faced by employees with long-term health conditions. It warns that more support is needed to help people manage their conditions in the workplace if the state pension is to rise further.
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Building menopause-friendly workplaces






The menopause affects half of all workers. And yet the majority of current employer’s menopause policies are non-existent or sorely lacking. 
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Sign up to receive the latest news, research, policy updates and events about ageing.
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Centre for Ageing Better
15 Alfred Place
Fitzrovia

London

WC1E 7EB


(+44) 020 3829 0113
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Follow us



Stay up to date with Ageing Better's work through our social channels:




Follow us on twitter



Follow us on linkedin



Follow us on instagram



Follow us on youtube



Follow us on email
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The Centre for Ageing Better is pioneering ways to make ageing better a reality for everyone, including challenging ageism and building an Age-friendly Movement, creating Age-friendly Employment and Age-friendly Homes. It is a charitable foundation funded by The National Lottery Community Fund and part of the government’s What Works Network.

 

Registered charity in England and Wales (number 1160741)

Company limited by guarantee registered in England and Wales (number 8838490)

 

Copyright © Centre for Ageing Better 2024. All rights reserved. 
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